
Series 100



BASE 
DIMENSIONS
Ergomotion compliments 
all standard mattress sizes. 
The bed base is operable 
with or without legs.

Q-Queen (profile) Q-Queen (front)

80” 60”

T-Twin 38 x 8* x 74 136 lbs 400 lbs

TL-Twin Long 38 x 8 x 80 141 lbs 400 lbs

F-Full 54 x 8 x 74 183 lbs 450 lbs

FL-Full Long 54 x 8 x 80 198 lbs 450 lbs

Q-Queen 60 x 8 x 80 216 lbs 500 lbs

QS-Queen Split 30 x 8 x 80 117 lbs 400 lbs per side

CKS-Cal King Split 36 x 8 x 84 139 lbs 400 lbs per side

SIZE
DIMENSIONS 

(INCHES)
WEIGHT

(OF BASE ONLY)
WEIGHT

CAPACITY

* Height listed is of base without legs. Overall base height 
will vary depending upon leg height.

NOT ALL BEDS
are created equal

The old mattress and box spring combo is what most people 
think of as a bed.  But at Ergomotion, we call those things 
antiques.  And why wouldn’t we? Our Ergomotion adjustable 
bases put traditional beds to shame. With the touch of a 
button our frame morphs your bed into whatever form you 
desire – providing ergonomically correct positioning that 
supports the natural curvature of your spine and evenly 
distributing pressure to relieve muscle and joint pain. 

Pictured: Queen with stainless steel legs and wired remote. Fabric, remote and legs may vary.



YOUR BEDROOM
JUST GOT AN UPGRADE

The flat foundation is a thing of the past. Ergomotion’s 
adjustable base is one of the most significant sleep 
technology innovations of this century, making your 
mattress more than just a bed. 



Wall Saving Feature 
The Ergomotion base adjusts, without having to adjust the furniture around it. Our wall saving 
technology allows you to stay in place next to your nightstand, even when you raise the head.

Interchangeable Accessories 
We offer legs in various heights and finishes, allowing you to customize the look and feel of your 
base. Our base can also be used without legs, giving you ultimate control.

Bedroom Integration 
Ergomotion’s unobtrusive foundation was designed to work with your existing bedroom, not 
against it. Our adjustable base will attach to any standard headboard and can even be placed 
inside most bed frames.

Setup Couldn’t Be Simpler 
Our intuitive easy to use remote and tool-free setup will have you in bed in no time.

FLEXIBLE
options
Ergomotion offers multiple accessories 
so you can customize your adjustable 
base to fit your needs. For ordering 
information contact your local retailer 
or visit www.ergomotion.us

Black Powder Coated Legs

Black Powder Coated Casters

Stainless Steel Legs

Headboard Brackets



We’ve worked hard to make sure 
Ergomotion clients receive the best 
possible customer care, which is 
why our phone system is manned 
entirely by live service agents.  Our 
helpful, well-trained representatives 
provide nationwide support, 
handling your concerns and claims 
from beginning to resolution. 

1 -888-550-3746 www.ergomotion .us

HIGH-END SUPPORT  
for your high-tech bed   

Claudia - Service Representative


